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Gymnastics objectives
To understand how to use the body to perform basic gymnastic balances,
shapes and weight transfers.
To be able to understand and carry out basic sequences with and without
equipment.
To improve concentration and mental focus using basic gymnastic
skillsDevelop and understanding of the sportsmanship and discipline
required in gymnastics.
Improve flexibility, strength, technique, control and balance.
Compare their performances with previous ones and demonstrate
improvements to achieve their personal best.
Master basic movements developing balance, agility and coordination, and
begin to apply these in a range of activates.
Understand the importance of teamwork through gymnastics.
Excel in the compulsory elements of the PE Curriculum which must be
covered through Gymnastics.

KS1 Scheme of
Work

KS1 Skill Progression - Reception
Reception Unit 1
To understand how to make shapes
using our body
To understand different ways to travel
To understand basic balances
Introduction to low apparatus
To be able to demonstrate log roll and
egg roll
To complete a small sequence as a
class

Reception Unit 4
To recap shapes and link them together
To recap rolls from the last unit and
learn Teddy Bear Roll
To learn how to jump
Jumping using apparatus
Sequence building in partners
To add apparatus to sequence and
perform

Reception Unit 2
Different ways to travel, basic animal
movements
Develop basic gymnastics shapes
Be able to demonstrate basic rolls in
gymnastics
To be able to demonstrate basic
jumping and landing techniques
Using the large apparatus for a wide
range of gymnastics actions
Be able to link basic movement actions
to movements of the apparatus

Reception Unit 5
To understand basic body
movements and how to use a ball
To learn how to use the hoop
Introduction to using the rope
Introduction to ribbon
Create a small sequence in groups
To perform sequence in groups

Reception Unit 3
To make shapes using our body
To think about different ways to show a
balance
To learn new ways to travel around the
room
To learn and demonstrate simple
partner sequence
Adding Apparatus to sequence
To perform set sequence in pairs

Reception Unit 6
To make different shapes using the
bench
To balance and travel using the
bench
Introduction to large apparatus
To try forward roll
Working in a group to create a
sequence
To display sequence in groups to
the class

Year 1
Year 1 Unit 1
To understand basic gymnastic shapes
To understand the importance of
jumping and landing correctly
To learn how to travel around the room
and into different positions
To link shapes, rolls and jumps together
To create different balances using small
and large body parts
To deliver small sequence and use
Apparatus

Year 1 Unit 4
To link travel and shapes
To practice splits and balances
To recap roll and build small sequence in
pars
Using gymnastics equipment
To demonstrate forward roll
To create sequence as a class and
perform

Year 1 Unit 2
Different ways to travel, basic animal
movements using apparatus
Develop basic gymnastics shapes using
apparatus
Demonstrate a travelling balance using
apparatus
Be able to demonstrate basic rolls in
gymnastics
To be able to demonstrate basic
jumping and landing techniques using
apparatus
Be able to link basic movement actions
to movements of the apparatus

Year 1 Unit 5
To practice turns and using the ball
To learn skills for rolling the hoop
To learn how to swing the rope
To learn ribbon techniques
To create a sequence in groups using
different apparatus
To perform sequence in groups

Year 1 Unit 3
To create a pattern using shapes with a
partner
To carry out simple partner balances
To prepare for or practice a small lift
and try to mirror movements
Creating a small partner sequence

Year 1 Unit 6
Using different body parts to make
shape on the apparatus
To travel along the bench in different
ways
Using large apparatus
To try preparation for a full cartwheel
Working in a group to create a
sequence
To display sequence in groups to the
class

Year 2
Year 2 Unit 1
To recap basic shapes and introduce
arch and dish shapes
To practice shapes using apparatus
To understand how to carry out basic
jumps and landings
To travel using different height and
direction
To understand patterns and symmetry
To perform a sequence in groups

Year 2 Unit 4
To understand spatial awareness and
practice basic shapes
Preparation for headstand balance
To improve rolls and link them with
shapes and balance
Using basic equipment
To demonstrate bridge
To create sequence as a class and
perform

Year 2 Unit 2
To understand the importance of
warming up the muscles and create a
sequence of balances
To create a sequence of balances using
different patches and points
To build on sequence and introduce
jumps
To add apparatus into our sequence
To create a sequence all together
combining balances and jumps
To perform sequence as a group

Year 2 Unit 5
To practice turns and using the ball
To learn skills for rolling the hoop
To learn how to swing the rope
To learn ribbon techniques
To create a sequence in groups using
different apparatus
To perform sequence in groups

Year 2 Unit 3
Year 2 Unit 6
To work in a group of 3 and create a
Using different levels to travel on
balance
apparatus
To understand transitions in to
Travel and balance on the bench/beam
movements and positions
Using large apparatus
To mirror a partner movements using
Preparation and demonstrate
balances, rolls and shapes
headstand
To create a short sequence in a group of 3
Working in a group to create a sequence
To add apparatus to sequence
To display sequence in groups to the
To perform group sequence
class

